Organisation of Playing groups for Roll Ups.
Handicap categories for Information
Cat 1 – up to 5.4 (scr-5)
Cat 2 – up to 12.4 ( 6 – 12)
Cat 3 – up to 20.4 ( 13 – 20)
Cat 4 – up to 28.4 ( 21 – 28)
Cat 5 – up to 36 ( 29 – 36)

Silverware Medal Strokeplay events.
It has been general practice at least over the last two seasons that for silverware strokeplay events
players are drawn in handicap order.
When it is a medal strokeplay silverware competition then category 1 and category 2 players are
pooled together and a random draw can be made from these entries. This would be for the
unnamed silverware.
Category 3 players have a random draw
Category 4 and 5 players are pooled together and have a random draw.
The medal strokeplay event where players play in handicap order is the 1st round of the Club
championship and for the Champion of Champions events.
When the competition is a Silverware Stableford Named Competition ( ie Jeremy Potter) then the
split for divisions of handicap should be within the range of 18 - 20, therefore all players under the
range 18-20 handicap go into a random draw (Division 1) and all players over 18-20 (Division 2) go
into a random draw. The range is given to try and average out the numbers between the two
divisions to as equal number of players as possible. This can only be determined on the day of play.

Stableford or other Medal Qualifiers
The aim is to try and get as many 3 ball groups as possible and keep 4 ball groups to a minimum to
try and speed up play plus to create a mixture of playing handicaps in each 3 ball group.
This is the main element of qualifying competitions within the Seniors Group including the first five
rounds of the Winter League.
For these Roll Up events then the draw for making a group will be as follows.
The players will be split into 3 groups at entry using their card and handicaps.
The first group will be for the lower 1/3 (third) of players and may require to be up to handicap
15,16 or more depending on the entries.
The second group will be from the next handicap above the first group up to say 22,23
The third group will be from 23/24 upwards.

Cont’d

The intention is to try and get three equal groups of players within the handicap bands.
The draw for each group is then made randomly with a card taken from each pile, lower, middle and
high to form the three ball of players.
This allows a fairly random selection but also caters for putting lower players with high players and
maintaining a good mix of player and therefore maintaining a good social mix on the handicapping.
Final round 6 of Winter League
This is a pre- drawn competition with the WL leaders going out last.
Therefore the draw is made prior to the roll up date and players are drawn in the reverse order
based on there position within the league until the leaders are drawn out to play last.

NON qualifying Roll Ups

Non Qualifying single strokeplay events medal or stableford.

This is primarily through the winter season when there is not any Qualifiers being held by the seniors
group.
Have a totally random draw.

Team competitions including pairs
Pairs
Cards are split based on handicap into Division 1 and division 2 and a card drawn randomly from
each section to form the pair.
Team of three or four players
Card entries are split as equal as possible into three or four groups by handicap and drawn randomly
from each pile to form a team.

